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Wrecked-plex:
Weight room in need of revamp
BY JOE CARRETTA

Kelly Kenyon/The Mirror

The king has left the building: Hundreds of seniors gathered to celebrate the mock marriage of
seniors Lauren Mazzaferro, right white dress, and Matt Slowey, center blue tux.
BY JESS MITCHELL
Studio 54 made a comeback this Saturday in
the form of a bridal party, clad in pink sequins, big
hair, bell-bottoms and big bubble shades, which
strutted onto The Point for Mock Wedding, a
cherished senior tradition.
A '70s-inspired Vegas theme bedazzled the
bride, groom, priest, bride's parents, groom's
parents, flower girl, ring bearer, bridesmaids
and groomsmen in front of about 350 seniors
who gathered on The Point for the semi-formal
ceremony. The senior ritual began at 2:30 p.m.
"My highlight was my first married kiss with
my wife [Lauren Mazzaferro '08] and seeing all
the seniors on the Point for a beautiful sunny
Fairfield day," said groom Matt Slowey '08.
For seniors, Mock Wedding is a realization
that senior year is coming to a close and having
a good time is a priority, Slowey said.
The wedding ceremony was followed by

a reception at Villa Bianca in Seymour, Conn.
Food, alcohol and transportation was included
and seniors danced the night away both under the
tent and on the large patio as a DJ played.
"[The Villa Bianca] was really impressed
with us," said Student Beach Resident Association President Erin Hickey '08.
"Everything went really smoothly," she said.
"Our class was really respectful."
Last year's reception was cut short after
the Aqua Turf in Bristol, Conn, discovered the
wedding was fake and students began to get out
of hand. The students were asked to leave the
reception.
Seniors praised the behavior of their peers
and the success of this year's Mock Wedding.
Bride Mazzafero said the ceremony and reception
was the most fun she has had at Fairfield.
"I'm a very lucky girl to be the new Mrs.
Slowey because he's a stud and he's amazing,"
she added.

school," said Bennett.
Palumbo, who was unable to be
Unsanitary. Broken. Ineffective.
reached for this article, had commented
These are the words the FUS A Sen- in a Mirror article earlier this year
ate used to describe the weight room in about his reluctance to push for more
its proposal to Dean of Students Tom money because of students' lack of
Pellegrino concerning possible renova- concern for the weights.
tions for the Recreation Complex.
"Over $50,000 has gone into that
The Rec Plex, especially the weight room since 2003," he said. "The kids
room in the lower level, has been an who use it, abuse it on a daily basis
area of concern for students who use it and rarely make the effort to iceep it
frequently, due to its unkempt state and in order."
run-down equipment.
Vice President for Administrative
"[Director of the Rec Plex] Mr. Services and Director of Student Affairs
[Phil] Palumbo does not consider the Mark Reed was not able to be present
weight room and its flaws a top pri- for the meeting with FUSA senators,
ority within the Rec Plex," read one but said the University has taken into
line of Senate Resolution S44-09, an account the age of Alumni Hall.
emergency bill presented to the Sen"Any observer will notice the age
ate that was passed unanimously on and condition of Alumni Hall," he said.
April 6, 2008.
"It is an issue the University very much
"We first met with Palumbo," said wants to address."
Sen. Michael Bennett '10, who sponPellegrino met with Senate Chair
sored the resolution along with fellow Dan Lamendola '09 as well as the three
sophomore senators Nazar Kamenchen- senators who proposed the resolution,
ko and Michael Macindoe.
and addressed their list of concerns. The
"He has been supportive and admit- list included the age of the machines,
ted that there is only so much he can do the lack of hand sanitizer, broken water
with the money he is allotted from the fountains and damage to some of the
equipment bars.
"Many of the problems are
not difficult fixes [pins, sanitizers,
stickers, etc] and can be addressed,
as Mr. Palumbo already communicated to the students," Pellegrino
said. "In terms of the weight room
equipment, they gave me a good
sense of What the current needs are
during our discussion."
He added that the University is
in the process of detailing costs for
the items on the list, with the problem
largely a budgetary matter. He also
said Palumbo is a "staunch advocate"
rty/The Mirror for student recreation and the intraBad bar: The weight room is in nee#of an
SEE "FUSA" ON p. 6
overhaul, according to many students.

Women as CatalyStS for change: New organization starts micro-lending fund
The SEW Fund seeks to empower
women though micro-lending, one of the new
Imagine being able to donate to female powerful methods in dealing with issues of
entrepreneurs on the other side of the world, global poverty. Micro-lending offers people
to actually track where your donation goes in developing countries with an opportunity
and choose which projects to support. Then, to enterprise independently and attain ecoafter a few months, you will get your full nomic stability and growth.
donation back and be able to choose another
I think it's important because not only
project to fund.
j"' 'INSIDE;':' ' should these women have the chance
Nine students and their professor • EDITORIAL to become sustainable, they should
have made this dream a reality through :
_
also be able to have a say in the work
:
their women's studies capstone and :
they do for a living," said Michelle
have created the Sustainable Equity for Holmberg '08.
Women (SEW) Fund. The SEW Fund lends
However, SEW does not only exist to
money to female entrepreneurs in developing benefit women even though that may be its
countries to aid their business ventures.
most immediate concern.
"SEW is a movement created by a group
"An obstacle we face as a women's orof 10 women [nine senior Fairfield students ganization is that people think we exist only
and Professor Gita Rajan] who utilized the to benefit women, but we exist to benefit all
benefits of available resources to alleviate and use women as our catalyst to do so," said
those women in need—those women who are Lauren Campbell '08.
not afforded the same resources," said Kristie
Davida '08, one of the students involved.
SEE "GROUP" ON P. 6

BY RACHEL BREAN
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Courtesy of Gita Rajan

Changing the world through women: Seniors Kathryn Barry, Lauren Campbell, Kristie
Davida, Michelle Holmberg, Stephanie Lauto, Farrell Lewis, Brett Maron, Maeghan
McLoughlin and Caitlin Rose founded the Sustainable Equity for Women Fund.
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this year in Fairfield sports
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In memory: Lumanaries lined the ground with names of people with cancer.

Don't stop believing: Ally Fiorenza '10, Director of Orientation Joe Ginese, Emma Williams '10,
Glenn Ghirardi '10, Caroline Scherbarth '10, Caitlin Sheehan '10, Brendan Sargent '11, Chris Bernard '10 and Kevin Donovan '09 participate in the 2nd annual cancer benefit.

Relay raises over $30,000
in 2nd annual benefit
BY MEGHAN SCHELZI

As the second annual Relay for Life drew to a close,
Megan Steel '08 reflected back on the successful night.
"There was lots to do, hundreds of people and some
wonderful speakers," she said.
Over 300 people from
the University community
united to participate in the
12-hour event that was held
in the Birkenstock Fieldhouse Friday night.
Steel, the president
of Fairfield's Colleges
Against Cancer chapter,
chaired the event.
Steel counts the event
as a success for two key
reasons. Besides raising
$30,000, a number that's still
increasing, "we brought the
Fairfield University community together to support
the cause," said Steel.
By midnight over
$10,000 had been raised from donations as well as profits
from the silent auction, which contained items such as a Wii,
an Xbox 360 and a digital camera.
But the silent auction was not the only reason students
showed up.
"It was special for me because it was my first time participating," said Rory Bernier '10. "My grandfather passed away
from lung cancer and it feels good to be active on campus and
be part of a good cause."

Meghan Schelzi/The Mirror

Follow the red tarp: Jen Debrincat '09, Kristen Villanueva '09, Elyse Raby '08,
Randi Bozzello '08 and Charlyse Bozzello take a lap.

Roland Eckstein '10, who also performed on guitar and advisor [of Alpha Mu Gamma] had a battle with cancer in
sang during the event, agreed.
the fall," said Martire.
Martire wasn't the only one who came to support those
"I think it's a great cause and it's good when this many
people come out for a cause and it's cool to be a part of she knew; freshman Kiley Roohan did as well.
"I came to support friends and family to help the fight
it," he said.
Other performers included The Jaws [an off-campus, against cancer," said Roohan.
For first-time participants it was a unique experience.
semi-pro band], the Logan
Groovers and AJ Piper.
To kick off the event, University President Fr. Jeffrey
von Arx, conducted the blessing at 7 p.m. He
"There were 21 :
INSIDE:
was followed by Ted Spencer, head coach of
registered teams, •
which smashed the ■ SEE "2008 STUDENT
the men's lacrosse team who shared his story
mere seven we had • AWARDS CEREMONY" of survivorship and strength.
"Compared to last year, we had the event in
at last year's Relay," i FOR MEGAN STEEL'S
said Steel.
: HUMANITARIAN AWARD a larger venue because of the expected number
of participants and the types of entertainment
The largest reg- I
...P,12
we wanted to have," said Steel.
istered team was
As far as the event came from last year, Steel still has
Fairfield Athletics, "however,
if there were an award for most even higher goals for next year.
"The challenge for next year's committee will be to
enthusiastic and upbeat it would
go to O-Board [Orientation keep those participants there all night and into the morning," said Steel.
Board]," she added.
After losing her grandmother to leukemia during sopho"Relay for Life is awesome," said Steve Parker '10, a more year, Steel was inspired to join the cause.
"As the number two killer in the nation [behind heart dismember of O-Board.
Another member of O- ease] it's important that the youth get involved," said Steel.
Board, Kevin Donovan '09 came for
other reasons.
"I came cause I'm part of O-Board, but
also because a friend from high school's
dad died of cancer," said Donovan.
Another group was represented by Alpha Mu Gamma. Society president, Janine
Martire '09 was excited to be there as well.
"I'm happy to be a part of it. Our

Meghan Schelzi/The Mirror

Making the band: The Logan Groovers, an on-campus jazz band, performed for the benefit.

Leading the way: Megan Steel '08, leader of CAC, chaired the event.
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of women's basketball in Connecticut for the past 20 years,

IN THE

In addition, he led the team to
second place in the Metro-Atlantic Conference Championships.
Acknowledging in the press
release that it is a huge honor
to be inducted into the Hall of
Fame, Frager said, "I've had
the good fortune to coach many
talented players who were outstanding people, to work for
very supportive athletic directors and to work with great assistant coaches."
"Induction into the Hall of
Fame is something that I will
always cherish."

KNOW
News briefs
|BY KERI HARRISON

FAIRFIELD
Women's basketball coach
to receive high honors
One year after being named
the new head coach of Fairfield's
women basketball team, Joe
Frager was inducted into the
Connecticut Women's Basketball Hall of Fame last Wednesday night.
Frager, who has been a part

FRAGER

has coached at the collegiate and
scholastic level. He has compiled
a 416-150 win-loss record as a
head coach, including the 22 he
won during his first year leading
Fairfield's women team, according
to a press release.

Press article, three tornadoes hit:
Virginia on Monday, injuring at:
least 200 people and damaging:
property throughout Suffolk,!
Colonial Heights and Bruns
wick County.
A state of emergency was!
declared throughout Virginia by!
Gov. Tim Kaine. CNN reported!
that 140 homes were damaged,!
destroyed or deemed uninhabit
able due to the twisters, though!
no fatalities were reported.
The most severe tornado
hit the area of Suffolk, moving
across a 25-mile path, according
to the Associated Press.
Until officials appraised the!
areas, inhabitants of homes and!
businesses were prohibited from!
returning.

NATIONAL
South gets hit by major storms
According to an Associated
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By the
numbers:
Relay for Life
BY MEGHAN SCHELZI

30,000
Amount of money raised as of
Tuesday, April, 29.

10,000'
Amount of money raised by
midnight, Friday, April 25.

350

Words from the Web:
A

Number of students that participated
in the event.
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"STUDENTS

TO
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2H

QUESTION

150

IN HEART OF CAMPUS";
Congratulations and thanks to the Jesuit community for pioneering sustainable living on campus. We look forward to the progress of
the many additional environmental projects underway at this university. We can learn from each other.
- Mariann Regan (Fairfield English professor)
Posted 4/26/08 @ 12:08 p.m. EST

ADMINISTRATION ON HOUSING":
Wow ... 1 don't understand how the University administration
can in good conscience have forced triples and not let seniors live
off campus. Wouldn't it make more sense for your housing situation?
Or is it a money factor and you don't want to loose the room and
board revenue?
As for Mr. Pellegrino ... parents are paying a hefty tuition for
their children to be mandated to live on campus
at 21 years of age. I think the powers that be,
should get with the times before the word gets
out and enrollment drops. I already think the
out about breaking news before
school is a tough sell in a "bedroom" community
in Fairfield, Conn.
features exclusive videos and articles

nteract with The Mirror
Online readers find
anyone else. Online also
--The

LSAT

|

:.:

21
Number of groups registered.

12
Number of hours Relay took place.

- Parent of former student
Posted 4/23/08 @ 10:45 a.m. EST

It's worth looking into.
■■■■.:■■■

Number of luminaires surrounding
the track.

Number of bands that performed.

Visit at wwwiairfieldmirror.com
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Campus crime beat:
Feeling hot, hot, hot: Trash fires and discharging fire extinguishers
BY KERI HARRISON

Tuesday, April 22
10:19 a.m. A bicycle theft was
reported at Kostka Hall. There are no
suspects at this time.

Saturday, April 26
11:28 a.m. There was a weapons
complaint involving a facsimile,
which was confiscated in a room in a
residence hall.

Wednesday, April 23
7:54 p.m. A hit-and-run was reported in the Canisius parking lot. This
is currently under investigation.

were reported. A student admitted
to placing the phone calls and was
referred to Judicial.
4:19 a.m. A trash can outside
of Jogues was found on fire. Public
Safety extinguished the fire with a
chemical distinguisher.
8:18 p.m. A burglary was reported in Gonzaga; jewelry was taken.
The Fairfield Police Department was
notified. Public Safety reminds everyone to please lock their doors.
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Friday, April 25

News Department

3:33 a.m. A fire extinguisher
was discharged on the roof of Bannow after an alarm went off in the
penthouse. The Fairfield Police
Department and Fairfield Fire
Department both responded.

Monday, April 28
12:24 a.m. Tampering of a motor
vehicle was reported. Party was identified and referred to Judicial.
Sunday, April 27
1:56 a.m. Harassing phone calls

Town-gOWn relations:
BY RENEE BORGHESI

The number one school in 2002. Number three in 2003.
Again, ranked first in 2004.
Most colleges would boast such high rankings given
by the Princeton Review. But in this case, not Fairfield,
which received top rankings for the worst town-gown
relations among the off-campus community.
Town and campus officials hope the University is off
the list for good after this year, when relations have been
improving, according to the town
and University.
Problems and complaints are
common among student beach residents and full-time residents.
"It's night and day," Fairfield's
First Selectman Ken Flatto said,
"Things have vastly improved."
The Mirror reported that the
statistics on the number of documented incidents in the beach area
FLATTO
[the vicinity bordered by Fairfield
Beach Road, Edward Street, and part of Reef Road] was
the lowest it had been in the previous two years.
Common offenses are town ordinance violations,
public disturbances, and possession of alcohol by minors.
Noise complaints and issued violations have decreased, although there has been an increase in alcohol violations.
Duane Melzer, the University's off-campus coordinator, sees improvements as the result of several efforts from
all parties involved. According to Melzer, friendlier rela-

For the full campus crime beat,
log on to fairfieldmirror.com

No day at the beach

tions are due in part to the enforced zero-tolerance policy
instituted towards law-breaking at Fairfield Beach.
"The opposing life styles were to blame," said Melzer.
"Students begin their evenings when non-students are ending theirs ... Once the previously mentioned policies took
effect we saw a reduction in disruptive behavior."
. Molly Considine '08 lives on The Point, where many
University students live in town.
"As far as the town relations with students, I've found
that as long as you respect the town residents, they will
respect you," Considine said.
Erin Hickey '08, president of the Student Beach Resident Association, said an improvement is due to students
becoming aware of the families living near the student
beach residents. The students have learned that it is advantageous to work with the town, police, and administration
rather than to fight the rules implemented.
"The school has also done a great job of making us
aware of the consequences of our actions and what a privilege it is to live at the beach," Hickey said.
University and town officials do not believe the Princeton Review's rankings were completely justified.
"It was blown out of proportion," Flatto said.
Flatto believes the University did not deserve the
worst ranking for town-gown relations in the country by
the Princeton Review. He is sure that in looking at the big
picture, there are other schools with worse relations with
the towns.
"I hope that future rankings will give Fairfield a
benevolent look," said Flatto, "and that students feel the
town is good to them."
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ATTENTION GRADUATING SENIORS :
Growing med ed co in NYC (2 blks from Grand
Central) w/major pharm clients has a professional
entry level Project Coordinator opportunity
with great growth potential avail in July. Ideal
for those interested in event planning & mgmt!
Communication services include creation &
development of programs directed to physicians;
i.e.: med mtgs, webcasts, telecons, CDs, videos,
monographs, etc. College degree, attention to
detail, strong org skills & ability to multi-task
essential! Domestic travel to meetings required
(possibility of some international travel). Send
resume to: execstaffing@optimum.net. Prelim
interview occurs in CT.
JOBSITE MANAGER/PAINTER-SUMMER
POSITION, $9 PER HOUR
Location: New Haven Area
We are searching for a young, enthusiastic
candidate to fill the roll of Jobsite Manager for a

painting crew. Ideally a good candidate would be
a College student with interest in management.
Prior painting experience an asset though not
required.
We are interviewing now for a Summer full-time
Position that becomes available May 19th and
run 40 hours per week at a rate of $9.00 Per Hour.
Responsibilities include jobsite supervision,
painting, and client maintenance/scheduling
We will be scheduling interviews very soon and
would love to talk to you. If you think this is an
appropriate opportunity for you, please email
max.matthew@gmail.com or call 800-327-2468 for
more information.
Fairfield Beach - College Place
House for Rent 2008/2009
4 BR, 2 BR, 5 people max.
Furnished. Off St. parking.
$41,500.00/school year plus utils plus sec.
Also avail over Summer 2008 if interested.
Pis call Sarah at 203.256.9436

TO CONTACT US:
MAIL: 1073 North Benson Road, Box AA,
Fairfield University, Fairfield, CT 06824
OFFICE: Barone Campus Center Room 104
MEETINGS: Thursday, 6 p.m., Mirror Office
E-MAIL: themirror@stagweb.fairfield.edu

CORRECTIONS/CLARIFICATIONS
The Mirror strives to report accurately in all its stories.
If you encounter any errors, please contact Editor in
Chief Alexandra Gross at (203) 256-6529.
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E-mail VS. Office hOUrs:
BY DAN STANCZYK

Gone are the days when professors
would sit in their office for hours, waiting
for students to show up at their doors. With
e-mail as an easy alternative, fewer students
are taking advantage of the professors' required office hours.
Through e-mail, professors are essentially always available to their students, for it
allows student-teacher communication in the
evenings and on weekends. The convenience
of e-mail has made it a more viable option.
"I prefer to e-mail my teachers over going to their office hours," said Sean Cribbin
'09. "It is more informal and a quicker way
to communicate with them because they can
check their e-mail at their homes, whereas
with office hours they may not be around
when I need them."
Academic Vice President Orin Grossman said that professors are expected to
make themselves available to handle student
concerns for at least four hours a week and
that the specific hours should be posted on
the course syllabus.
Grossman is teaching a course this semester and said that he has found e-mail to
be an effective means of communication to
his entire class and to individual students.
"The main thing is that students believe
that faculty members care about their learning and are willing to work with them outside
of class to achieve the learning objectives of
the class," said Grossman.
Those out-of-class meetings are not
nearly as easy or convenient as sending an
e-mail; it is the actual trip to the professor's
office that holds many students back.
"I feel as though office hours are not
used by students because it is such a nag

to find out when and where they are," said
Cribbin. "Students don't want to be chasing
down their teacher when they just had class
with them or finished classes for the day."
Lauren Wood '08 cited her living situation as a deterrent, saying, "Living off campus this year definitely makes me less likely

MAY

Students lose interaction, gain convenience
establish relationships with their professors," said Shariahan.
Communication studies suggest that
nonverbal cues communicate as much as
90 percent of the message, the downside of
an e-mail. Therefore, the physical action of
showing up to a professor's office sends a

reier uaiy/1 ne Mirror

By appointment only: Professor Robert Epstein is one professor who has office
hours as well as letting students make meeting times by appointments.
to go to campus to track down a professor
when I can just e-mail them."
James Shanahan, chair of the Communication Department, acknowledges that
it is now common practice to use e-mail in
dealing with quick questions as well as setting up meetings, but still feels as if face-toface communication is essential in building
meaningful relationships between students
and professbrs.
"For more complex advising issues,
it's obviously better to meet face to face.
Also, I think it's important for students to

1, 2008 5

message in its own right.
"Nonverbal communication is difficult
to convey using e-mail only," Shanahan
said. "I think if a student comes to see you
about a problem, it conveys a greater level
of personal concern, and the professor will
probably take that into account when deciding how to help the student out."
David Schmidt, chair of the Management Department and program director of
the business law and ethics program, agrees
with Shanahan, but also thinks that e-mail's
promptness has made students too expectant

of quick replies.
"There's a personal aspect to communication that is lost in e-mail, especially
when dealing with potentially problematic
or emotionally-charged situations," said
Schmidt. "Also, e-mail tends to promote
an expectation from students that faculty
should always be available. Like when
a student shoots me an e-mail at 1 a.m.,
then gets annoyed if I haven't responded
by breakfast."
Whether students send e-mails or show
up to office hours, their communication with
professors should still be formal.
"I think that a student should still be
professional and respectful when they are
writing an e-mail to one of their professors,
but it also may be true that people in our generation don't know how to act professional
in a face-to-face situation because we don't
have to deal with it as much," said Wood.
Being able to properly communicate
with someone is perhaps the most useful
tool that one could have when entering the
business world.
"Speaking as someone with over 25
years' successful consulting with corporations, I'd say that effective oral communication is one of the most important skills for
getting ahead in business," said Schmidt.
Students need to realize that professors make themselves available to them
so that they can help aid them in their
learning process.
"I think e-mail is a great tool to contact
professors, but at the same time putting
in the extra effort to actually go and see a
professor can go a long way," said Wood.
"Sometimes students should really consider
the office hours because it may really be
worth it in the long run for them."

Fairfield
UNIVERSITY

CAREER CORNER

The path to our destination is not always straight one. We
go down the wrong road, we get lost, we turn back. Maybe it
doesn't matter which road we embark on. Maybe what matters
is that we embark.
Barbara Hall. Northern
Exposure, Rosebud, 1993

wish

Congratulations to the Class of 2008
from the Career Planning Center!!!
Seniors If you are still in need of a job, make an appointment to meet
with a Counselor.
We are here all summer...@203-254-4081 ore-Mail: cpc@
mail.fairfield.edu
Career Fair
New Jersey
Wednesday, May 30 Rutgers University New Brunswick
9:30 a.m.-3:00 p.m.
For more information visit ftttp.V/careerservices.rutgers.edu
Seniors, Juniors & Sophomores:
In addition to regional and national employers posting position
openings through eRecruiting, Fairfield's own Online Job
Board is located atwww.fairfield.edu/careers.
Career Planning takes more than writing a resume...
we are here all summer!!

happy summer
See you in the
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Group strives to help third world women
CONTINUED FROM P.

1

"For instance, by investing in
agriculture, the microloan will give
the recipient the ability to buy supplies
for a small garden. A small garden will
then serve a dual purpose first to sell
food at the market to create a small
income and second to feed her family,"
said Campbell.
"When a family's basic needs
are met [such as food and income]
the children are more likely to attend
school, thus educating members
;
Lenders
of the community which will
ultimately raise
YOU
the prosperity of
the community,"
she said.
The money
is distributed through Kiva, a non-profit
organization that partners with existing microlending institutions. Kiva's
Web site, kiva.org, allows donors to
browse entrepreneurs' profiles on the
site, choose someone to lend to and then
make a loan.
"Kiva yields results," said Holmberg. "Their site hides nothing—you
see the breakdown by country and by
type of work, etc."
The funds have no interest rates
and are given directly to the working
poor—not to large companies where
money can be lost in transaction.
With progress updates from the
sponsored women, lenders can participate
in their journey to economic independence. Loans are often repaid in 6-12
months, and most donors then choose to

have their one-time donation to be reinvested in other business projects.
"The Kiva Web site gives us
the ability to continually update our
donors about not only the individual
their money is supporting, but will also
ultimately allow donors to view all the
individuals benefiting from SEW,"
said Campbell.
The women established the fund
as part of their women's studies capstone seminar, Global Feminisms,
taught by Rajan.

What is Kiva?
Kiva lets you lend to a specific
entrepreneur in tehe developing world
- empowering them to lift themselves
out of poverty.

"Our original assignment was a
20-page paper, but we said 'let's actually
get in the field'," said Davida.
The students discussed many avenues to create a sustainable program
and the SEW project was the final one
the class decided upon during a lengthy
class debate.
"The goal of the class was to give
students the tools to imagine global
advocacy work in the realm of gender,
and to do so through an awareness of
being global citizens," said Rajan.
The group's goal was to raise
$ 1,000, which they have recently surpassed. They have all networked individually though friends and family and
also promoted their cause on campus.
"Our main objective is to increase
awareness on campus," said Davida.

The Office of the Academic Vice
President has been one of the supporters
that have become involved in SEW.
"The important aspect to me is
that the students, working with the
professor, have investigated issues of
poverty and have adopted a strategy
of empowerment rather than simple
charity," said Academic Vice President
Orin Grossman.
"Charity, while important and
necessary, is to my mind second in importance to efforts to give people more
control over their
lives, and that is ulEntrepreneurs
timately what this
project seeks to do,"
said Grossman.
Rajan is not a
bit surprised at how
successful the projKiva.org
ect has been thus far.
"They are amazing young women,"
said Rajan.
"The group of truly gifted scholars, energetic women who take on the
world with grac'e, they are focused on
setting and achieving goals, and they
work with a mutual respect for each
other," she added.
The nine girls involved in the
SEW fund include Kathryn Barry,
Lauren Campbell, Davida, Holmberg,
Stephanie Lauto, Farrell Lewis, Brett
Maron, Maeghan McLoughlin and
Caitlin Rose.
To donate to SEW, interested parties can drop off donations via check,
made out to Sustainable Equity for
Women, or cash in an envelope to the
English department secretary Linda
Miller in DMH 130.

Working it out: The weight room is falling apart.

FUSA passes 'weighty' bill
CONTINUED FROM P.

1

weight room is in need of
some major improvements.
"The senators who proposed this bill did their research with and then came
to the senate floor," he said.
"After the resolution was
passed, the senators did a
great job of bringing the issue
to the appropriate administrators immediately."
Even with the recent action taken by FUSA, students
believe the weight room's
current condition is terrible,
and that something should be
done the near future.
"I'm there every day and
every time I go I think how
bad it needs to be improved,"
said Jason Meneses '11.
"The administration
needs to start soon because
that place needs a lot of
work."

mural program and is doing
a great job with the limited
budget he is allocated.
Despite the fact that
the Rec Plex is crowded on
a daily basis, students #re
not happy with its condition
and they have suggested it
be either renovated or completely remodeled.
"That place is basically a
pit," said Chris Melcher '11.
"There is mold on the ceiling,
the weights are never racked
and it is really dirty."
"The weight room
smells terrible for one,"
said Charlie Grover '10.
"Everything necessary for a
good weight room is missing
from that one."
FUSA President Jeff
Seiser '10 agreed that the
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College Nannies and Tutors provides the perfect opportunity
to earn money while making a difference in a child's life.

kft

* Tanning

■ Part time / Full time Schedules
• Great Pay

Are you tired of membership fees?

• New Positions Added Daily
■ Immediate Part Time Openings Available

Automatic renewal fees?
Best
Deal* In
Tow*"*

Apply online today at

Uncertified salespeople?

http://www.collegenannies.eom/r.eam

Old tanning bulbs?

or call 203-373-0498

Delivery and Pick-Up
Salads - Soups - Slices
Fast Lunchtime Deliveries
Monday - Thursday: Lunch Special

$6.99
College Student Discounts Available!
Hours:
Monday - Thursday:
11 a.m. - 10 p.m.

Friday & Saturday:
11 a.m - 11 p.m.

GREAT STUDENT RATES!

HsM "■'■ FREE
For 5 Tans
1871 Black Rock Tpk.
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Tan
Buy 1 Tan, Get 1 Tan Free
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Fairfield shows activism
At the end of each school year, Mirror editorial
boards have traditionally raised concerns about lost
student traditions or condemned the administration for
something it failed to do. Yet, complaints and constant
woes of apathy and myopic thinking have been challenged with a strong year of student activism.
This past weekend, 350 students walked in the annual
Relay for Life, an event that raised more than $30,000 for
the American Cancer Society and supported Fairfield's
student group Colleges Against Cancer. Last week, students helped Public Safety make over $21,000 in its Jail
W Bail for the Special Olympics.
Nine female students turned their women's studies
capstone into a micro-lending project called Sustainable
Equity for Women (SEW) in which the funds the group
raised is invested into business ventures by women in
developing nations.
Further, the Students for Social Justice have made
themselves a prominent activist group on campus with
their much-talked about Homeless Village and the eyeopening Hunger Banquet, which exposed participants to
the social disparities in the U.S. and abroad.
Surrounding the fifth anniversary of the United
State's entrance in the Iraq War, Fairfield Theater's "A
Cry for Peace," and the Hope Trail by Fairfield for Peace
NOW's were both vivid displays of visual activism denoting the numbers of civilian and military deaths due to
the Iraq War, and called for students to take notice to the
war. This has been the first major anti-war demonstration
on campus since the beginning of the war.
Groups such as the Student Environmental Association, the Vagina Warriors and Campus Ministry service
trips have reaffirmed the strong sense of self and community that is not only at the core of our Jesuit institution
but is becoming a growing obligation of our generation.
Even the Fairfield administration has been pushing
student activism through service learning. At first, some
students may have been skeptical of the service learning
components of their courses.
However, as the semester comes to a close, it is
encouraging to see that students have expanded the ideas
discussed in the classroom in order to establish long-term
projects that promote direct action.
While these groups only provide a snapshot of the
ambitions of Fairfield students, students should be applauded for their participation and initiatives that have
the capacity to evoke change and awareness among a
vast group of individuals.
We challenge and encourage the student body to continue in these endeavors, which will only reinforce the
social and political importance of the student voice.

THE FAIRFIELD MIRROR
The Mirror welcomes the opinions
and contributions of its readers:
Letters to the editor must be timely and submitted by disk,
e-mailed to themirror@stagweb.fairfield.edu
or submitted through our Web site: www.fairfieldmirror.com.
Once received, all letters become property of The Mirror.
There are no guarantees of publication and all submissions must be signed.
The Mirror reserves the right to edit letters and articles for content,
length and grammatical error. Letters should be free of obscenities
and personal attacks, and should contain correct and factual information.
Please keep letters to under 350 words.
Include a daytime phone number at which the author can be reached.

The Mirror is in room 104 of Barone Campus Center

In reference to this issue's p.l story "Wrecked-plex: Weight room in need of revamp" by Joe Carretta about the current conditions of the Rec Plex weight room and the overwhelming negative student reaction to the room's facilities
and equipment.

Mom, Dad... I'm in jail
be stuck outside in a 15 x 20 cube.
I'm sure many students were grateful for an excuse to be outside and j
I have to admit-that when I first
work on their tans.
heard that Fairfield was trying to put
Still, apathy doesn't raise
on a Jail 'n' Bail fund-raiser, I didn't
money, and for whatever motives,
think it would work.
students were able to come up with
With warrants for $5 and
$21,000 to donate.
bail set at a maximum of $500, it
But the best part of the day
seemed like way too much money
was watching
for students to
Public Safety
want to conputter around
tribute, especampus arrestcially since
ing students,
Jail 'n' Bail
looking as
was an entirely
though they
new concept.
could not have
It also seemed
been happier.
to be poorly
It was
publicized.
nothing short
I admit
of entertaining
that I had no
to see students
idea of the
running away
objective for
from Public
Jail 'n' Bail,
Safety in the
and I'm pretty
Peter Caty/The Mirror middle of the
sure all my
day without
friends were Students behind bars: Students wait in the outdoor 'jail' until their bail is
being under the
also clueless. made, earning money for the Special Olympics.
influence.
So needAnd Public Safety just
less to say, I was both surprised and expected Jail 'n' Bail to be such
laughed; their job had never
impressed when I found out that a success.
seemed so fun.
In
the
past,
Fairfield
has
not
Fairfield University had raised over
Still, Public Safety officers
$21,000 by the time the last person generally been known for its activism, so the fact that Jail 'n' Bail should be credited for donating
was let out of jail.
The decision to host the Jail 'n' raised so much money seems to be a their time to help out.
"The whole department and the
Bail was based on the models that notable and marked improvement.
But, although I'd like to believe students made it work," said Didato.
Southern and Central Connecticut
State Universities have recently otherwise, I doubt the reason had "Ninety-eight percent of Public
as much to do with raising money Safety was there on their own time,
used as fund raisers.
The concept behind it is that for Special Olympics as it was that for nine hours, all volunteering.
"Students get most of the kustudents and faculty can "arrest" students thought it was funny.
This event was something dos, but Public Safety had a great
their friends or professors by paying
for a warrant and that person must different, and students apparently interaction with everyone, and it
then raise a set "bail" in order to be didn't mind scraping up $5 to watch was a great way to get everyone
their friends and professors get ar- involved," Dinato added.
released.
For the rare time that Public
Public Safety worked in con- rested, regardless of whether they
Safety
and students were able to
knew
the
organization
to
which
junction with a committee of stuget
along,
it was nice to see them
dents to hold a Jail 'n' Bail on Fair- their money would be donated.
It also couldn't have hurt work to put on such a successful
field's campus to raise money for the
Special Olympics of Connecticut, that Wednesday turned out to be and fun event, which happened to
which is an organization of which beautiful sunny and warm day to be for a great cause.
BY MELISSA MANN

Public Safety works closely.
"Our goal this year was
$5,000," said Public Safety Officer Robert Didato. "The most
Public Safety has ever raised in
a year for Special Olympics is
$2,800, so we thought $5,000 was
a reasonable goal."
I don't think anyone actually
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Senior Street Beat

Letter to the Editor:

What's your favorite memory from
your four years here at Fairfield?

The Mirror takes the wrong road

"It's a tie between freshmen
year Thursdays at Clubhouse
or senior year Mock Wedding.
Either way, all 4 years have
been amazing!"
- Keith Morris '08
"This year when Townhouse
111 surprised my house, 141, with
a sexy underwear party. They
weren't much to look at, but those
guys sure can belly dance."
- Tony DaCosta '08

"Kairos and Jamaica '08!"
- Elizabeth "Bitty" Bigos
and Amber Del Prete '08

"My favorite memory is from
Cinco de Mayo junior year when
my friends threw a party for
Andy and Chris's birthday. I got
to make a speech and throw a kid
out of the house!"
— Eric Falcone '08
"My best memories of Fairfield
are probably spending all day in
the BCC andjust hanging out with
anyone and everyone that stops
by. My tops would definitely be
Kairos, O-Board, FUSA and the
Activities Office!"
-- Katie Waters '08

To the Editor:
Over my four years [at
Fairfield], I've had the joy and
pleasure of opportunities that span
across the University's offerings.
To name them would immediately convey to the reader
[that] I am cocky. To not list them
would encourage the thought,
'What gives this guy the right?'
So, we'll leave it at this: I've seen
a lot here.
While there are things that
make me honored to be a student
here, such as many devoted faculty
and staff members, the vast opportunities of service and the friends
I've come to know and love, there
are many things about Fairfield of
which I am ashamed, one being
The Mirror.
Anything more than kissing
while being intoxicated with alcohol is illegal and considered to be
rape. The term 'drunken hookup'
has appeared more times in 'He
Said/She Said' than Mr. [Andrew]
Chapin has mentioned his selfpleasuring activities. To have a
paper encourage and promote rape
is nothing short of a travesty.
Furthermore, why would a
faculty member who gets paid a
salary to work a job with abundant responsibilities and long
hours bother to read or reflect
on editorials bashing his or her
efforts in between articles on the
latest alcohol-chugging tactics and
drunken hookups?
To knock The Mirror entirely
is to disregard the attempts at promoting different areas of campus
that the people who make a difference here and the feelings of the
student body.
All of these things have, at

times, been covered and covered
well, but not nearly enough to even
consider the paper a legitimate
newspaper.
When I was interviewed, it
was done unprofessionally and
I was quoted, like many of my
friends, incorrectly. Articles seem
to bash on [former FUSA President] Hutch [Williams '08] for
any slight disagreement you may
have, while he's done so much for
this campus and community every
single day.
As a former A&E editor of a
school newspaper, I felt inclined
to stop in when I saw a poorly
written review and remember the
Entertainment editor admitting the
article was poorly done and he had
just had some inexperienced writer
rush to do it since he didn't have
the time.
The pictures are often meshed
with ads which yields an ugly, poor
visual and it takes away from the
general appeal of the layout. Often
there are typos, such as writing
last week's Tailgate music was
provided by the Ham Channel,
not WVOF.
The Sports coverage is often
slanted towards certain sports over
others (i.e. women's rowing?).
I remember being in a FUSA
Senate meeting and being told to
disregard The Mirror's coverage
on IRHA's May Day because what
was written was inaccurate.
The biased articles knock
FUSA every single week, yet how
many staff writers are members
of FUSA, or any other clubs that
work to help the student body and
the administration work more
cohesively?
We all have the right and
freedom to say or feel what we

want, express it how we deem fit
and with it carry the responsibility
to back it up.
The student body is a mostly
apathetic one at best, which can be
proven by the embarrassingly low
number of students who do community service. It's a Jesuit school
and Bridgeport is five minutes to
away. To spend four years here and
to never make time for service is
nothing short of a shame, period.
As a college newspaper of a
relatively apathetic student body at
a small school filled with students
who read The Mirror every week
and nothing else, you have the
choice to be called to more.
Though you cover service
trips, it's rarely covered in the
way you cover alcohol-related
activities or disagreements with
the administration.
Often you mention the 'cookie-cutter' student, yet promote all
the things that make the student
body homogenous and disappointing (binge drinking, drunken
hookups, etc.).
You could promote a shift
away from the stereotypes towards
greater heights. But instead you
embrace all the things you then
go and complain about, while
encouraging rape, binge drinking
and apathy, unless of course it's
a call to students to rank on the
administration.
We are given rights while
few use them with the attached
responsibility. It's been a challenge discerning this over my
four years.
Thanks for reminding me of
the road not to take.
Sincerely,
Joseph P. LaCroix '08

Editor: JP Porretta
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It's that time of
year again. The time
when the sun shines bright, the jackets
concert for any concert lovers. If you plan on going, be years' line up includes big
come off and finals are wrapping up.
sure to put in some extra hours at work, because ticket names such as Angels and AirSummertime holds a special place in
prices are hella hefty. Tickets cost over $250, and that is waves, Gym Class Heroes, The
everyone's heart for a variety of reanot including the hotel, gas and food expenses you'll be Academy Is, Jacks Mannequin,
sons. For me, it's the summer music
sure to throw down.
The All American
festivals that get me pumped up for the
Bonaroo certainly has some competition this Rejects, Paramore
semester end.
summer though, coming from the three day Chicago and Say Anything.
Pretty soon, all or most of us are gofestival Lollapalooza. Taking over Grant Park starting
With the large
ing to be starting our summer jobs, and
August 1, Lollapalooza is offering its most impres- selection of conwe're going to need something to blow all
s i v e lineup ever this year, with bands like Radiohead, certs to
our hard earned money on. Lucky for you,
Rage Against the Machine, Nine Inch Nails, choose
this summer brings more concert variety than
Kanye West, Brand New and Wilco from, it
vitamin water does with their flavors.
hitting the stage. Just like Bonnaroo would be
The fun is starting a little early this
though, all this fun comes with a steep shame if
year, with the 5th annual Bamboozle
price. Three day passes currently cost any muFestival taking place this weekend at the
$190, but will rise in price as August sic lover
Meadowlands. Once dubbed as a pop punk
didn't go to
draws near.
Thebamboozle.com
festival, Bamboozle is bringing in all different
Not a fan of the all weekend at least one.
kinds of artists this year.
concerts? Don't like spilling absurd So bust out your sun
screen, and max out that
Thebamboozie.com amounts of money on tickets? Don't debit card, because
The two-day festival includes big names
summer is almost here.
such as Snoop Dogg, Panic at the Disco, Gym
worry, you're still left with many options.
Class Heroes, Paramore, Jimmy Eat World, CoFairfield favorite John Mayer will be embarking on a
heed and Cambria and "Rock of Love" star Brett
U.S. summer tour, bringing along with him radio sensaMichaels. With all the stress of finals, closing
tion Colbie Caillat.
those textbooks and enjoying a weekend of music
Also hitting the road this summer are The Jonas
may be the best way to relax.
Brothers, Linkin Park, O.A.R., Tom
Petty, Sheryl
Speaking of the Meadowlands, Z100 will
Crow, the Counting Crows, Dave Bn> Matthews
be hosting their annual Zootopia concert there
Band and Maroon 5. All you punk
on May 17. Always considered a success, this
rockers have your annual Warped
year's concert will be particularly special, as
Tour to look forward to as well.
the New Kids on the Block will be appearing ,
Known for its plethora of bands
to mark its first performance together in over
2 0 for a low ticket price, this years
years. If that wasn't enough, the show will also feature installmentshould not disOneRepublic, Simple Plan, Danity Kane, the Jonas Brothappoint. This
ers, Miley Cyrus and more.
That's just an appetizer, though. The big kahunas
of festivals are coming in the dead center of summer,
although they come with one hefty price. For those who
love the road trips and don't mind shelling out some
dough, be sure to look into this year's Bonaroo Festival.
Taking place in the dirty south of Tennessee, the fourday festivities will be hosting one hell of a lineup. Metallica, Kanye West, Pearl Jam, Jack Johnson, Chris Rock,
O.A.R., Ben Folds, Death Cab for Cutie, Robert Plant,
Willie Nelson, Widespread Panic and about a hundred
lgotbackstagepasses.com
other big names will be performing, making it a must see Surf a different kind of wave: This summer brings a variety of live shows to choose from.

Cinefest: Is it time for change?
BY MICHAEL FISCHETTI

As May draws near, the Media Center is preparing to hold
its fourth annual Cinefest Fairfield: A one night showcase of
the most exemplary student work produced in the past school
year. Every year, Cinefest shows a range of short films from
senior capstones to those made in film making classes to short
animated, live action or experimental pieces.
"It's been great," said Fr. Jim Mayzik, director of the
New Media program, who feels that the Community Theater
created the "right atmosphere" for the event. For Mayzik, this
atmosphere has been as a result of having the film festival
somewhere off-campus.
This atmosphere, however, does not come without a
price. Mayzik said that within the last two years, attendance
at Cinefest has gone up and caused the 350 seat theater to fill
up very quickly, leaving many standing in the back. He also
says that there is a chance Cinefest has outgrown the theater
and may be looking for a new home in the Quick Center on
campus soon.
Recently, the University purchased a high-definition
projector to show live broadcasts of performances from the
Metropolitan Opera House in New York City at the Quick
Center. Mayzik said that the projector's picture quality is
beautiful and will be ideal for showing student's work.
Mayzik said that most students shoot their films using
high-definition cameras and playing them using a highdefinition projector would only make the films better to

watch. In addition, the Media Center is
Teutuicn. MI> SIVIO PHOCSM
purchasing Blu-Ray DVD burners which
will allow students to put their films on
high-definition Blu-Ray DVDs to play in
the best possible quality at Cinefest, as
well as for home viewing.
Mayzik also pointed out that by using
the Quick Center, Cinefest will have the
room it needs to grow by having a much
larger seating capacity than the Community Theater. The Quick Center holds
around 700 viewers, double that of the
Community Theater.
This move to the Quick Center is only
in the realm of possibility now. Mayzik
said that they have to see if the Media
Center can get the space for next year.
ILjMf', ■ FRCli F'Ai
"I do believe [the move to the Quick
Center] would be a good thing because it
Contributed photo
would be an all weekend event and more vvill Cinefest soon "attack" the Quick Center?: Mazyik talks about the posstudents on campus would attend." said sible venue change for future Cinefests.
Bob Cammisa '10, a film major who is
Cinefests. Students who are not in the New Media program
submitting two films to the 2008 Cinefest.
Students who said that they did not attend previous Cinef- see the possible move as a good one. Corey Dennis'10 said,
est showings said that they would more than probably attend "It would be great to have a whole weekend event. Maybe
they could fit in more films."
it, if the event were held on campus.
As for this year though, Cinefest will be at the Community
"Yes, I am more likely to go if it is at the Quick Center,"
said Meg McAnaney '10, who has never attended any previous Theater and take place on Thursday, May 1 at 8:00 p.m.
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BY ALEX CONROY

Maybe it's just me, but I think that everyone looks
forward to the summer movies every year. They're
always the best and most anticipated of the year, and this
sum- ff)
mer is no different. Though most
Indiana
ones and the
- JI f»/\ summer filmscapes are usually
£ \# I £ {BJ dominated by sequels, 2008 seems
rystal Skull
to be the year of the adaptations,
igdom(May
with five comic books being adapted
into movies, along with a novel, an early '60s anime and
After 19
two television shows. Granted, several sequels are also
|ears, in both
coming out, in addition to a full reboot of a series. With
:al life and
all of this being thrown at you, it can get confusing, but
lovie time, Indon't worry, Conroy's here to tell you the eight movies dy's back! Possibly the most anticipated movie of the summer,
you have to see this summer.
"Kingdom" sets Indy in 1957,
but with no more Nazis to battle,
now he's pitted against Soviets,
in a race to find a crystal skull.
All I can say is, I'm with the rest
of you, hoping for the best.

The Dark Knight
hHy 18)
The second Batman
lovie after the reboot, "Knight" looks
i be as good, or better, than "Batman
jlegins." With much of the original
ist, including Christian Bale, Mor|an Freeman, Michael Caine, and
rector Christopher Nolan, in addition to newcomers Maggie Gyllenhaal
and Aaron Eckhart, "Knight" could very well be
the defining movie of the summer. It will also be
the late Heath Ledger's last performance in the
role of The Joker.

Speed Racer
(May 9)
The Wachowski
brothers are always trying something crazy, but
when I first heard that
they were making a film
adaptation of Speed Racer, I thought it was a practical joke. It's not,
though, it's real, and from what I can make
out, it's going to be amazing. Emile Hirsch,
of "Into The Wild" will play the main character, alongside Christine Ricci as Speed's
lfriend. Much effort has been put into
ing "Speed" look as close to the style of
ftime as possible, with most of the shootg done in front of a greenscreen, and,
ether it's great or it flops, it will certainly
I worth seeing.

Iron Man (May 2)
"Iron Man" is the story of a
weapons designer, Tony Stark, who
is captured by the enemy, and, in
captivity, builds himself a fighting
suit, becoming a superhero. At first,
when I heard that Robert Downey Jr.
would be playing Tony Stark, I was
a bit skeptical. The more I thought,
though, the more perfect for the part he
became. With Gywneth Paltrow, Terrence Howard and Jeff Bridges as well,
"Iron Man" will certainly live up to the
high expectations it has acquired.

Sex and the City (May 30)
I was told recently that my movie
bviews were too male-oriented, so
us is for you, ladies. Unfortunately,
|know as much as anyone else about
lis one, as very little about the movie
as been released so far. However, I
Ban tell you that many of the characters of the series will be in the movie, and that one
of them will die. I don't think I need to tell any of the
girls out there to go see this one, but fellas? Take that
special gal, she'll love it.

Wall-E (June 17)
The juggernaut that is Pixar, known for turning out smash hits like "Finding
Nemo," "Toy Story," and "The Incredibles," is at it again. The newest one is
"Wall-E," a story about the last little robot on earth. When over-consumerism
takes over the world, and it becomes too dirty to live in, the people leave the
planet, leaving robots to clean it up again. Wall-E is the last of these robots. Pixar
hasn't failed the public yet, so I have no doubt that this one will be gold too.

The Chronicles of Naria: Prince Caspian
(May 16)
With the commercial sueless of "The Lion, the Witch,
nd the Wardrobe," it was
evitable that the rest of the
series would be made, and here comes the second
one, "Prince Caspian." "Caspian" takes place a
year after the first movie, with the four Pevensie
children being brought back to Narnia, where 800
years have passed by. If you liked the first, or even
if you never saw it, "Caspian", the directors say,
ups the ante even more, so get out and see it.

Harold and Kumar can't 'escape' the laughter

Rottentomatoes.com

Laughter can't 'escape' this film: Harold (John Cho) and Kumar (Harold Lee)
return to satisfy fans in the sequel.
BY MICHAEL BENNETT

John Cho and Kal Penn return in this sequel to 2004's Harold & Kumar Go to White
Castle. Stereotyped as a "stoner comedy," the heroes will be chased around the U.S. instead
of chasing down burgers.
"Harold & Kumar Escape From Guantanamo Bay" picks up where the original ended.

The two are eager to fly to Amsterdam to find Harold's interest, Maria,
and smoke plenty of marijuana. Immediately, the misadventures commence.
The sequel takes a new direction, focusing on issues of America's post-9/11 society. Airline passengers mistake Kumar's "bong" for a "bomb" and the two are sent to Guantanamo
Bay, a prison for terrorists in Cuba. The producers successfully satire Homeland Security,
our heightened sense of paranoia and our government without offending anyone.
After escaping the Guantanamo prison, the movie evolves into a cat-and-mouse chase
with a series of awkward misadventures. They are captured by KKK members and mistaken
for illegal immigrants. In a galvanizing scene, the immortal and memorable Neil Patrick
Harris (famously known as N.P.H.) returns to save our stoner heroes.
With a title like, "Harold & Kumar Escape from Guantanamo Bay," laughs are assured. The inclusion of Harris as a promiscuous and drug-using celebrity is iconic. Playing
a fictionalized version of him, N.PH.'s appearance makes fans cheer in the theater.
"Escape from Guantanamo Bay" includes gratuitous nudity, racial stereotypes and
drug use; elements that can make anyone's jaw drop. But the film's ability to go against
the grain and challenge political correctness is heartwarming.
The film accomplishes this with its crude comedy and pop-culture references.
Compared to the original, the sequel takes the raunchiness and sexual innuendo to
another level. The crude aspects don't make the film unappealing; it's strewn together
so intelligently.
On the run, the diverse odd couple parachute into President George Bush's Texas
ranch. Harold, Kumar and the president bond over marijuana.
Ideal for someone who smokes, the second "Harold & Kumar" doesn't fail to entertain.
Original fans will be pleased, but first-timers not suited for the vulgar humor will be turned
away. As N.P.H. says, "Gentlemen start your engines! It's gonna be a bumpy ride!"
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Saving the environment, one celebrity at a time
BY JP PORRETTA

"I think going green has definitely had some pop culture influThey influence what we wear, ence in the past year or so," said
what we eat, what we say and how Dina Franceschi, co-director of
we say it. And now, they are begin- the University's environmental
ning to influence our environmental studies department.
views and concerns.
While society has been imThese people being referred pacted by Hollywood's influence
to are the stars and celebrities of for quite some time, it is only
Hollywood.
recently that this influence has
Today, the influence from the shifted towards an environmental
pop culture world is coming from perspective in a sudden "wave of atall around us. It is in our music, traction." The real question, though,
films and television shows where is whether this wave will leave short
we are exposed to
term or long-term awareness.
celebrities' politi"Of course, none of us can be
cal interests and
certain of the term," said Francebeliefs.
schi. "But we hope it is certainly
long term. Otherwise, we'll all pay
the price!"
When it comes to environmental concern, one of the
first major exposures in
the mainstream world
and the current generation came in 2006,
through Al Gore's
documentary, "An
Inconvenient Truth."
Since it's release, the
film has left a noticeable influence on the
pop culture world, impacting
most youth most of all.
One sign of that impact
on the younger generation that
Gores'
n
film had
The man who opened our eyes to the "Inconvenient
came
Truth": Al Gore has become one of the most recognized
in the
environmental activists these last few years.
popular

television show, "The O.C."
Admired and idolized by thousands of teenagers, the show's protagonist Summer Roberts became
an environmental activist in the
show's final season, after watching
the film, "An Inconvenient Truth."
Since the revelation, many of the
storylines for the primetime drama
revolved around the character's
environmental endeavors.
The film also helped inspire
the idea for "Live Earth," a one-day
music festival where more than
150 musicians, including Kanye
West and Fall Out Boy, united and
performed on all seven continents,
sharing the view that action needs to
be taken toward climate change.
"It is a very good thing to influence youth, there is a greater potential for those people to carry the
importance of the cause with them
as they enter adult and professional
life," said Franceschi.
With environmental awareness continuing to spread among
the youth, the best place to look
for answers would be right here
on campus.
"We live in a society now that
is so heavily influenced by popular
culture that it overflows into all aspects of our lifestyles, the way we
dress, the way we act, and the way
we perceive different things," said
Will Dunn '09.
"Naturally, if a celebrity makes
it their point to go green, the mass
will in turn fall a suit," Dunn said.
"I do agree that pop culture is

influencing the, way our^H
,. fluenced the youth and stugeneration lookfe at the M
iSJ^L dents to become more enenvironment," sajid Sta- jfl
Wk vironmentally conscious,
cy Davis, president of I
1 the chances of this trend
the Fairfield Student JB
ML becoming short term
Environmental As- fl
[ may be great.
sociation (SEA),
In late last year,
SEA at the Unitelevision star and
versity originated in I
jrt,.
teenage
1993, and has worked \
sensation
to promote enJm
Hayden Penvironmental Jrafl
j?
ettiere made
awareness on
headlines af»..SwM
campus. With j
terembarking
pop culture J |
HjjHgik on a dangercontinuing to fcfl
ous mission
influence theB
to save dolyouth to beB
| phins from
more environ-B Bfjg
f being captured
mentally aware,^^^
and killed by
it would seem
Savetheoc.wordpress.com j a p a n e s e
i';v
™ The
f- ,
like „,
mem. O.C.
. *goes
. 3green: Popular
„ .r. „ television fishermen.
...
, show featured green activist Summer
, , , .
bershipr and anhnrtr
,.,L,„ ;„„„„.*; „ ..
, „
Labe ed as
Roberts,. who
is sportn
awareness for |ess bush„ tee shjrt
an environthe SEA would
mental achave sky rocketed.
tivist and a green celebrity, most of
Unfortunately, that is not her credibility was soon lost after
the case.
being spotted by paparazzi driving
"The number of Student En- a gas guzzling SUV.
vironmental Association members
Does this mean Hayden limits
has remained constant over the past herself as an activist only for animal
couple of years, although I definitely rights, or does it mean that she herthink more people are more aware self fell victim to a short-term trend
of the current green movement," of being environmentally active?
said Davis.
Although having a big name
While pop culture has gotten celebrity like John Mayer promotstudents more motivated to join ing hybrid cars may be helpful for
the green movement, most haven't the youth and the environment, it
furthered their signs of interest. So is going to take more than this to
while the campaigning of actors eliminate the problems our future
and musicians has significantly in- will soon face.
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2008 Student Jhwards Ceremony
"I wanted to be part of
something new, something
With the arrival of
that would help people,"
said Steel.
spring comes the time to
"The growth of the group
recognize those students
is a testament to Megan's
among us who have
warmth, leadership, and zest
marked the University
for helping people, which
community in a way for
inspires others to reach out,"
which we will forever
said Wylie Smith Blake,
remain grateful.
campus minister.
Frank Fraioli, Hutch
The final award of the
Williams, Erin Hickey,
evening was the St. Ignatius
Megan Steel and Tim Dee
Loyola Medal, which is the
were honored at the 2008
highest honor awarded by
Student Awards Ceremothe
Alumni association. The
ny on April 23 as a way of
2008 recipient of this award
doing just that.
was Tim Dee. Lacovera
Each year the memdescribed Dee as, "a natural
bers of the Fairfield Unileader with a quiet yet conversity Alumni Associatagious personality."
tion gather together to
In his speech, Dee shared
select students who have
with the audience how, of all
demonstrated outstanding
of his many accomplishachievement in their time
ments at Fairfield University
at Fairfield.
over the past four years, this
At the ceremony,
was his greatest accomplishStudent Achievement
ment to date.
Awards, the William J.
He spoke of the many
Kramer '60 Humanitarian
Courtesy of Jean Santopatre resources that Fairfield has
Award and the St. Ignatius
Loyola Medal were given to Recognizing the remarkable: Five seniors were honored with prestigiousa awards from the Alumni Association. (Left to provided him. "The gift of opright) Tim Dee, Hutch Williams, Erin Hickey, Fr. von Arx, Megan Steel, Frank Fraioli and George Lacovara.
portunity is one of the greatest
honored students.
gifts we can give to one an"I put a lot of effort into Alli- and Hickey's mentor. •
Family members,
"These seniors have demonThe third Student Achievement other," said Dee.
friends, faculty, staff and alumni strated ceaseless commitment to ance over the past couple years,"
He was characterized by Lacofilled the Kelley Center presentation their respective activities through- he said. "The club will always be a Award was presented to former
room Wednesday nigh to honor the out their four years here," said part of me."
FUSA Presisdent Hutch Williams vera as, "truly a man for others."
Lacovara. "Each of them is responErin Hickey received the Stu- for school spirit. In his acceptance
five seniors award recipients.
Recognized for his position
President of the Alumni As- sible for attaining a new level of dent Achievement Award for the speech, Williams spoke about pride as a mentor and role model for
sociation and 1956 graduate of achievement not possible without founding of the women's club ice and encouraged his audience to students in various activities and
Fairfield, George F. Lacovara, their participation."
hockey team she started at Fairfield "be part of the solution."
clubs, Dee was awarded this highintroduced each award and comAs president of the Gay- back in her sophomore year.
Megan Steel was honored with est honor for his true embodiment
mended the student recipients for Straight Alliance, Frank Fraioli
"Fairfield would not have a the William J. Kramer '60 Humani- of the major Jesuit ideals.
their dedication to and enhancement was awarded for helping make huge women's ice hockey program if it tarian Award for her creation of
of each program, organization, strides in the club and his advance- were not for Erin's persistence and the Fairfield chapter of Colleges
Content contributed by
project and activity of which they ment of the promotion of awareness dedication," said Joan Van Hise, Against Cancer. Steel felt called to
Kaitlyn Phelps '08.
were involved.
on campus of GLBT students.
associate professor of accounting support the cause.
BY MEGHAN SCHELZI

Who: Megan Steel
What: Williams J. Kramer '60 Humanitarian
Award- Colleges Against Cancer
The William J. Kramer '60 Humanitarian
Award recognizes one senior and is based solely on the senior's comiTiitment to volunteerism
and service to an external community activity
that best exemplifies the Ignatian tradition of
being men and women for others.
Future Plans: Abiology/pre-medmajor, Steel
hopes to attend medical or osteopathic school
after graduation.

Who: Frank Fraioli
What: Student Achievement Award- Gay-Straight Allaince
Future Plans: A politics major, Fraioli hopes to work in
an area promting GLBT rights, in either the nonprofit,
political, or business sector.
"Hearing other students' stories is a huge motivator.
Looking at some of the negative treatment of GLBT
students was also a factor for me getting involved in
promoting change."

"I feel good knowing that after I graduate, I
will be leaving a legacy at Fairfield, and that
the club is in good hands for the future."

Who: Erin Hickey
What: Student Achievement Award - Women's Ice
Hockey
Future Plans: An accounting and finance double major,
Hickey already has a job lined up at Morgan Stanley's
Prime Brokerage division in New York.

Who: Tim Dee
What: St. Ignatius Loyola Medal
The St. Ignatius Loyola Medal Award was
instituted in 1952 to recognize one senior
who has committed himself or herself to the
Jesuit education ideals of maintaining high academic standards and substantial involvement
in community service and/or extracurricular
activities.
Future Plans: A mathematics major and an
accounting minor, Dee will be a mathematics
teacher in the Boston area in the fall.

"I'm so proud that the women's ice hockey program at
Fairfield is going to continue even after I'm gone. The
sense of accomplishment is unbelievable. We have wonderful underclassmen that are going to take over."
Who: Hutch Williams
What: Student Achievement Award - Campus Pride &
Unity
Future Plans: A political science major and marketing
minor, Williams intends to pursue an MBA next year.
"/ am most proud of being a Stag who loves his school.
I believe that having pride in your school is critical to
having a good experience, and I have tried to lead by
example."

He ads hots
courtesy of Jean
Santopatre

"/ do participate in a wide variety of activities, but it doesn't seem as much to me as
others may see it because I love what I do."
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Flip-flops:
Trend or tragedy:

>

BY LAUREN

Meghan Schelzi/The Mirror

Sharing our stories: Students of Sigma Xi presented their final research to classmates and faculty
at the 8th Annual Poster Session held in the Bannow Science Center.

0121113, All Students present their final research
BY MEGHAN SCHELZI

Last Thursday afternoon,
Sigma Xi, the Scientific Research Society held it's 8th
Annual Poster Session in the
Bannow Science Center.
Students from the Chemistry, Biology, Psychology,
Physics and Engineering Departments presented their final
projects.
The event was held from
3 to 5 p.m. and was run like a
fair, where students outside the
departments walked around,
viewing the projects and learn-

ing about research their fellow
classmates had done over the
past year.
The event was held to give
students a forum to present their
final projects. Student research
was done over the past year from
as close as Fairfield University
to as far away as Brazil.
Senior Danielle McCarthy worked at Brigham &
Women's Hospital in Boston
over summer 2007 to complete
for capstone research.
She sought to determine
how tumors are able to develope and sustain themselves in

zebrafish.
"I was able to take the
skills I learned at Fairfield
and use them in a real-life
approach to science," said McCarthy. Although McCarthy
is still undecided in terms of
work for next year she notes
that, "the experience I got from
working over the summer will
definitely help me pursue other
other research positions."
Overall, the event was
an opportunity for students
to showcase their work for
friends and classmates.

A.

VIDAICH

As the weather gets warmer,
many students at Fairfield University
have packed their Uggs away and
brought the flip-flops out.
Many students are faced with the
debate of what to wear in the morning, which is even more difficult due
to the unpredictable New England
weather.
But even when its cloudy and in
the low 50s, many students can be
seen wearing flip-flops on the way
to class or in the Barone Campus
Center.
Students begin to look to escape
the constraints of sneakers and shoes
that they faced all winter long as the
weather becomes warmer as it has in
the past few weeks of spring.
"Wearing sneakers, I feel like
my feet are so suffocated," said Katie Hanson '11, who begins wearing
flip-flops annually as soon as spring
arrives.
Other students feel that wearing
flip-flops is a matter of convenience
and practicality.
While some find flip-flops great
to slip on before rushing to class,
others think it is still too chilly to
wear them.
"I was up early this morning and
it was cold out, so I wore my Uggs,"
said freshman Tara Lessard, "I wanted
my feet to be warm."
With temperatures ranging from

the 40's to the 60's, these students are
waiting for warmer weather before
they put away their boots.
"I'll stop wearing them when I
don't have to wear sweatpants or long
pants," said Kelly Waldron '11.
Some Fairfield students are patiently waiting for it to get warmer
while others say that has already
happened.
"My friends and I want to have
a beach day today because it's supposed to be the first nice day of the
year," said Chris Petracca '09 while
driving his car down to the beach, "So
I'm wearing my flip-flops.."
Some students wear flip-flops in
anticipation of the end of the spring
semester and the beginning of summer vacation.
"It's a beachy feeling," said
Hanson.
There are even those who don't
let any type of weather conditions stop
them from staying comfortable.
"Maybe I wouldn't wear them in
the snow O well, it depends how deep
it is," said Ryan Lee '08, an all-yearround flip-flop wearer.
Flip-flops are not universally
liked on the Fairfield campus.
However, the majority of students
do favor them over other footwear.
Whether for practicality, comfort,
or to get a summer feeling, wearing
flips flops is clearly a trend on the
Fairfield campus.
"I just love wearing them," said
Emily Petrow '10.

Feeling Stressed?
Talk to a Counselor
MARC JACOBS
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Be wary of your Facebook:
Profile could affect your job status
BY AMANDA ROMANO

Brad Karsh, president and founder of JobBound, one of the nation's leading
career consulting companies, was featured on an episode of Dr. Phil and said that while
Shirt tucked in? Check. Hair in place? Check. Look at Facebook pictures to make sure he is not telling a student what to do, he is "basically looking at your judgment."
they are not too raunchy?
Karsh also noted
Check.
that if he saw a potential job
In the past few years,
candidate holding a beer in a
employers have been
Facebook photo, he would not
Information
using search engines to
freak out because, after all, it
evaluate their candidates,
is a student's personal life.
Account Info
causing students to make
However, if he were to
tiwmi
m&mmm. [add to feds]
sure the information
see
that
a candidate's interests
■::?»,
:'■•.'• ■'
Mimtstr Stxts
posted in their Facebook
included smoking marijuana
:
last Update?
profiles will not harm
five days a week, that might
their image in any way.
say something about how you
Basic Itilb
A recent segment
will perform for the company,
sisters
Geography;
on NBC Nightly News
Karsh said.
-T«
*
School.
said that about 77 perDirector of Career PlanStatus;
AfcjmrKjs/AJuWba
cent of employers use a
ning Cathleen Borgman agrees
;«*&^*^
search engine to review
with Karsh. It is important to
Corcentraticm:
a candidate and about
watch what you post on your
Birthday:
35 percent of employers
page, she said.
How*. Town;
have eliminated a candi"I personally don't think
View More Photos of ****(7)
date based on informait is bad to have a Facebook
High School?
tion they found on these
Send j^A a Message
as long as you are diligent in
Contact Info
sites.
checking
it and making sure
PQ\® Him!
Contact Emd;
Mike Esposito, a
there is nothing on it that could
■ffffisftssifiiiwi ntf^hii
ii'iiiniiiih
ti
Add*** *$<*Friend
2007 Fairfield graduate,
School ©mail:
be used against you," Borgman
said that although he did
said.
View All, * Friends
AIM Scrsenrwrii?
not delete his Facebook
She advises students to
fi imanr Tni.arv
account after graduation,
make sure that their settings
Peter Caty/The Mirror
he realizes the impor- Watch your back: Facebook is more than just a way to connect with friends. Students can be hired or fired based on
are at the highest security level.
tance of not revealing their facebook profile.
"Also, don't have raunchy contoo much personal and
versations with friends on your
potentially incriminating material to a network of people.
wall. If you need to write them that way, use e-mail," Borgman said.
"Do not put anything on Facebook that you would not the world to find out. After all,
Bottom line: Check your Facebook regularly because it is not uncommon for an
it is the World Wide Web," he said.
employer to look you up.
"I do not think that I will delete my profile page," said Nicole Farella '09, a student
As Borgman said, "Remember, that person you are drinking with tonight might be
who is currently in the process of sorting out interviews and jobs. "However, I will double looking you up for an employer tomorrow! Better safe than sorry!"
check it to make sure it represents the image I want my boss to see," she added.
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HE SO id / SHE SO id

Jackie Mautone

Parting words from your celebrity columnists
When I first got this position,
Rec Plex Rich, a man that
has been at Fairfield for the
better part of the decade, told me
that I had to hook up with She Said
at some point during the year. With
that already accomplished, I focused
on providing the most accurate
male perspective I could as well
as some intriguing observations
about college life.
That being said, I do feel the
need to at least express my
gratitude to Jackie. She
was fun to work with, had
some good topic ideas
and was a pretty decent
writer in her own right.
Now I'm sure that most
of you never even read
her column, but to those
of you that did, I would be remiss if
I didn't thank her for what she did
write. In my quest to provide an accurate male commentary, I made some
comments that most people would
never put their name next to. But no
matter how far I crossed the line, I
knew that Jackie's column would at
least somewhat back me up.
After the barrage of letters to the
editor, a "We Said" article and the
formation of an absurd female group

that I shouldn't even dignify because
without me they never would have
formed, our lovely editors clearly began to crack down a bit on the hot fire
of truth that I was writing. (If you'd
like a copy of the unedited articles,
don't hesitate to ask.)
Still, it is rare that a writer
gets the opportunity to write as
freely as I did and for that I'd
like to thank The Mirror staff.
I took pride in voicing the collective male opinion week in
and week out, whether it
took 400 words or just
one. I tried my best
not to write about
senior oriented topics because I remember how much
those articles let me
down when I was a freshmen and
sophomore. This was the one article
that I looked forward to reading every week and I wanted to make sure
that this was still the case for the
majority of you.
Now I'm sure that there are
people out there that loved this article and those who hated it. To the
people that loved it, I say thank you.
And to those of you who hated it, I
say hate on haters.

I'd like to start my final column as
your She Said with a congratulatory
shout out to the happy couple and
stars of this weekend's Mock Weddfng
festivities, the Slowey's. I hope the
wedding night was all you dreamed it
would be. If being the Adam to another
person's Pecora doesn't scream true
love, I don't know what does.
Sad but true, Mock Wedding has
come and gone and that means that
the year is that much closer to being
over. Pack up your stuff and say
your goodbyes, kids. See ya next ^
year ... Oh, wait, no I won't. ,/p
Life would be perfect if
I could live at The Bunny
forever, but we can't always
get what we want. Instead
I'll be hanging out with the
fam in New Jersey, reliving the
glory days and counting down the days
until the five-year reunion.
If you haven't figured it out by now,
I've had a pretty great time over the last
four years, but this one takes the cake.
The Mirror basically turned me into a
celebrity, which is awesome, but it also
forced me to talk to Dan Stanczyk way
more than I ever wanted (kidding!).
In all seriousness, even though Dan
and I have what some would call a love/
hate relationship, it's definitely more

love than hate and it was fun brainstorming ideas with him all year. I'm not
going _fo lie though, if I never hear "Oh
my God it's He Said/She Said!" at the
bar again, I won't be terribly upset.
A couple of pieces of advice for my
successor, whoever she may be: Drawing from your own life experiences as
well as your girlfriends' is always a
big hit. You can't go wrong with
the truth, and using your friends'
awkward decisions and mistakes
to entertain the entire stut dent body is a good time
' , all around.
You should also try
to keep your relationship with your He Said
strictly business — if you
don't, those Sunday night
topic-choosing conversations
could get a little weird.
In closing, even though I know you
guys will miss seeing my gorgeous pic
in the paper every week, find solace
in the fact that you won't have to see
Stanczyk's ever again.
And also, don't take any of the "advice" I've given over the last 27 weeks
seriously ... I actually have no idea what
I'm talking about.
As Fogel's B.F.F. Evan likes to say,
"Sorry!! Byeee!!"-
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You can get there from Stewart International.

l

1
■

Wherever you're traveling, chances are you can get there from Stewart International Airport. Stewart
is one of the smartest travel buys in the United States. In addition to the very competitive prices our partner
airlines offer on non-stop flights, Stewart offers you sensibly priced one-stop access to some of the most
sought-after destinations.
Whaf s more, Stewart is easily accessible via 1-84, the New York State Thruway or Metro-North, and it
hosts some of the world's best known airlines. So wherever you're planning to go, take off from Stewart
Above destinations can be reached by either non-stop flights or with one connection.

Stewart international Airport
Your neighborhood International Airport

PORT AUTHORITY
NY& NJ
www.panynj.info
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COFFEE BREAK

QUESTION OF THE WEEK
by Anastasia Alimaras

Mirror

Never have I ever.
'"Chopped down a tree."
— Adam Siemiginowski '08

44-

'Tunneled a beer."
— Brktnee Leger '11

"Been in Question of the Week,
seriously!"
— Lauren Cimpl '08

it

^

M"Hooked up in the Long Island
Sound."

"Been to a bachelor party
where the 'entertainment'
had any self-respect all."

— Lauren Solari '10

-- Tom Hathaway '08

Always maintain the correct balance
between school and play.

Jng a doctor in
when you care for our Soldiers and their Families. Courage is
contagious. Our Health Professions Scholarship Program
(HPSP) helps you reach your goal by providing full tuition,
money towards books and lab fees, a $20,000 sign-on bonus.
plus a monthly stipend of more than $1,600 (more than $1,900
as of July 2008).
To learn more about the U,S. Army Health Care Team,
call SFC Erica Cox at 877-225-4790,
email erica.coxi.ausarec.army.mil, or visit
nearthcare.goarmy.cojtt/irifo/mchpspt.

ARMY STRONG.
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Sports Editor

Stag Awards Edition

The Questions
Women's lacrosse. It's too bad
they didn't win against Marist
on Sunday, but 17 straight is an
impressive feat.

1. Team of the Year?

Kristen Coleman '11. The women's
lax star dominated the MAAC and
proved to be one of the best players
in the country statistically while
shattering Fairfield's records.

2. Player of the Year?

3. Coach of the Year?

Ted Spencer, men's]
his team mayhave strugek
field, he won the biggest game any
,coach playe^thts y r by beating
cancer.

4. Most memorable game/
moment of this past season?

Fairfield vs. Sacred Hearth^
vember. A real rivalrycoaWI|
brewing for the two cross-towl
teams.

5. Most promising team h
ing into the 2008-2009!
son?

Women's basketbj
son, impressi^
wins a£
and di
coach!

Women's basketball was probably
the closest to a post-season bid.
But it's pretty slim pickings.
-year

100I recon.

Brett Maron. I kinda forgot to
write the article, but she's going
pro ... just so everyone knows.

son. ("Yeah. I

Tom's answer.
can't help but ackoo H|dge that
job that "interim" colpfeeth Lofher first seion with
!
s lari&gse.;
lid

's lacrBH pFupset
pth-ranked Georgetown
Eg Field. Almost.

Len Roberto: MAAC Coach of the
Year for golf. He probably won for
that sweet 'stache' alone.

My near home run at Alumni in
intramural softball. I'm going to
need to start juicing to finally get
one over.

's basketball. I just hope
Paulus won't annoy me as
imucjf as Greg. Or flop as much.

It's
/er
id Coach Ed Cooley ant his
They ha\e he
)ue
jlop and ha\

MIRROR SPORTS BLOG
YOUR SOURCE FOR SUMMER

O C I A T E S

COVERAGE OF FAIRFIELD ATHLETICS
Coverage of MAAC Championships for softball, baseball
2008-2009 Fall season previews
Basketball recruit updates for the upcoming season
Thoughts and opinions on anything and everything
NEW message board feature that lets YOUR voice be
heard
And much, much more!
WWW.MIRRORSPORTS.Bt_OGSPOT.COM

I FOUND IT AT DANBURY..

RESPECT

FOR MY OPINIONS
www.danburyhospital.org
Danbury Hospital, an affiliate of Danbury Health Systems, Inc., is a 371-bed not-for-profit regional medical center and
university teaching hospital that celebrates collaboration and diversity. We are a team providing world class healthcare
centered on respect, innovation, and commitment. HealthGrades* has ranked Danbury Hospital among the best
hospitals in the nation with a Distinguished Hospital Award. We are the only hospital in Connecticut ranked in the top
5 percent nationwide for four years in a row. There's no doubt, every member of our team plays an important role.
When you think back to the day you started your career, you were probably hoping you'd find a place like Danbury.

Congratulations in Advance
to the Graduates of 2008!
Are you in need of housing after
graduation in Fairfield County?
I specialize in rentals of all sorts!
Apartments, House Shares Etc.

Denise Doonan ('97 Fairfield Graduate)
Phyllis Doonan & Associates
William Raveis Real Estate
203-943-0449 or denisedoonan@earthlink.net

Don and Jackie are graduating!
Apply to be the next,,.

HE said / SHE said
just answer the following question in 460 words:

What are the best and
worst parts of being a
freshman guy or girl?
E-mail your column as an attachment by May 1st to lhemirror@stogwebioirfie[d.

Are you good with graphics?

HUMAN RESOURCES REPRESENTATIVE, SENIOR

The Mirror is looking for graphic designers
and artists to add to our photo team!

In this role, you will assist HR Partners and other members of the HR Department with the follow-up of applicants
throughout the entire recruitment process. You will ensure accurate/timely employee and applicant flow and will
be the first responder to customer inquiries.

rapMwIly illustrate stories
Create advertisements
*«*« engaging p*f* *»«#**

Bachelor's degree required. Excellent customer service and organizational skills, along with a strong ability to
prioritize and multitask, are essential. A minimum of one year administrative or HR experience highly desired.
Must be proficient in MS Word and Excel.
We offer an excellent salary and flexible benefits package. To make a difference in your life, please apply online
to www.danburyhospital.org or call 203-739-7330. We are an affirmative action equal opportunity employer,
proud of our workforce diversity. Drug screening/background checks are conditions of employment.

DANBURY HOSPITAL
A Higher Level of Care

ifippiitable skills may inttade Adobe Photoshop
& llltkrntaf jKofkietity and/or manual drawing ability.

This is a PAID position!
And don I forget, there 's plenty of
other ways to get involved with The Mirror!

Meeting weekly
Thurs. 6 p.m.

To appty or lot mote infafmoifcm email !heffin<<K^li!Kb;hirfM!l:ed.i)
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Seven memorable headlines
from 2007-08

Softball's Brzezinski
secures 300th victory
BY MICHELLE MORRISON

When the softball team swept Siena in a doubleheader on April 5, Head
Coach Julie Brzezinski celebrated the
team's win in the first games of the
MAAC season.
Little did she know, that day was
more than just another victory for the
Stags; Brzezinski had reached her 300th
win as a Fairfield coach.
"I didn't even realize," said Brzezinski, noting that she was later informed by the sports information
department.
Now in her 11 th year with Fairfield,
Brzezinski is the winningest coach in
Fairfield softball history,
according to a
University press
release.
S
e
nior Breanne
Morschauser
said that she
thought
it was
BRZEZINSKI
a really great accomplishment for
Brzezinski.
"To be with the same school for
eleven years is hard enough," said
Morschauser. "For her to win 300
games in one place is really great."
Brzezinski, though, was quick to
deflect credit.
"I think it has to do with the student athletes and their commitment to

CONTINUED FROM P.

the softball program and the
administration's commitment to
the program," said Brzezinski.
She also said that the administration's support for recruiting has helped get the team
to this point.
300 wins is just a drop in
the bucket for Brzezinski, who
has won over 600 games since
she began coaching at Campbell University 19 years ago.
Brzezinski's first win with
the Stags was on Feb. 28,1990
Jon Ollwerther/The Mirror
against University of North
Softball
success:
Brzezinski
and the Stags
Carolina-Wilmington.
have rebounded following a 4-14 start.
Brzezinski said that she
was 22-years-old when she
first started to coach and often worked ented out-of-conference teams to chalwith players who were nearly her own lenge the Stags to work harder.
age.
Today, the teams that currently
"The game was a lot different back comprise the MAAC are much more
then," said Brzezinski.
equal in ability than they were when
"Over the years, softball has she began her tenure at Fairfield.
become much more aggressive and
In addition, only the team that
focused on the offensive side of the finish in the top four of the regular seagame," said Brzezinski.
son standings advance to the MAAC
People like to see people running tournament.
around the bases and scoring runs,"
"We have to show up every day
she added.
and play hard and play well," said
When she joined the Fairfield Brzezinski,
staff, Brzezinski said that Fairfield was
However, with Brzezinski leading
one of the "up-and-coming" teams in the way, the team is more than comfortthe conference in that the team had tal- able with its postseason chances this
ent, but was not prepared to compete season and in the future.
against the top teams in the MAAC.
"300 wins just shows the kind of
Brzezinski's initial solution for coach she is," said Morschauser.
this was to schedule games with tal-

20

Almost (again) for volleyball
^^
After falling short for three seasons, the senior
^■"^ class of the volleyball team wanted nothing less than a
MAAC title. But for the fourth straight season, the Stags could
not get past Siena in the championship game after completing
a 17-1 MAAC season.
The talented class, consisting of Lindsey Lee, Lauren
Campbell Jazmin Pa'akaula, Kelly Oliver and Ashley Hanohano, could not go out on top, but will be remembered favorably in the Stags record books.
Following the season, Head Coach C.J. Werneke left the
school after six seasons as the winnigest coach in Fairfield
volleyball history. Pittsburgh assistant coach Alija Pittenger
will replace him. - Tom Cleary

6

The year of the runner-up

While 2007-08 is undoubtedly a banner year
for Fairfield Athletics, several Stags' teams had the
dubious honor of finishing second.
In addition to the second-place finish for the Volleyball
and women's lacrosse team by virtue of a MAAC Championship loss, five other Fairfield teams finished second-place in
the conference this past year: Men's and women's crew, men's
and women's tennis, and women's golf.
Apparently Stags look good in silver. - Keith Connors

7Fairfield/SHU: A rivalry is born
5, 018 fans packed the Arena at "Harbor Yard.
Some wore red, others wore white, only this time the
Red Sea was replaced by Sacred Heart's 'Big Red', and
Harbor Yard turned into a spectacle of furious play and plenty
of trash talking.
In the end, the Stags captured impressive victories in both
games. The men recovered from an early Sacred Heart run to
secure an 84-75 win, while the women's team stormed out to an
early lead and hung on to win by two. Anew Fairfield tradition
was unleashed. - Keith Connors

acebook

Tuesday Nights are
Fairfield U Nights

Active
Fairfield U I.D.
Required

01 ine riyiitg visn
Premium 3-Course Dinner for $1200
Soup, Salad, choice of:Grilled Chicken, Fish & Chips, Grilled NY Strip,
Quesadilla, Entree Salad, Schwarma, Falafel or Angus Burger save up to m

HEIVIklf flff if
RESTAURANT

foot Favorite Foods From Around The World™ All-Natural • Free-Range

UkA
net

F" jf'V jp**** I**'*

Wings at
im&lvm

Hour!

Breakfast, Lunch,Weekend Brunch, Dinner,Catering &Take-0ut **¥*
Patriot Plaza, 1125 Post Road, Fairfield, CT 06824 Tel: 203.259.3500 www.flyingdish.com

L

AMPLE PARKING BEHIND SHELL GAS STATION
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Disappointing endings
St. John's edges men's
lacrosse in ECAC
season-finale
BY KEITH CONNORS

A thrilling victory over UMass, a win that ended
the Stags' demoralizing eight-game losing streak, was
supposed to propel the men's lacrosse team to a confident and convincing end to a chaotic season.
St. John's, though, had other plans.
In the team's final game of the season, the Stags
failed to finish a stirring second half rally on the road, as
the Red Storm escaped with a narrow victory, 10-8.
The loss was the Stags' ninth in ten games, which
moved the team's overall record to 4-9 on the season.
St. John's, a team that entered
the game with only one victory on
the season, began the game strong
from the outset. The Red Storm
tallied seven consecutive goals
following a 1-1 tie early in the
first quarter, and took a demoralizing 8-1 lead into halftime.
The true story of the game,
though, was Fairfield's strong
ATWELL
response to the deficit in the
second half.
While St. John's did add two more goals at the start
of the half, Fairfield responded with five unanswered
tallies to pull to within three goals.
Ironically, the stretch began with an offensive contribution from two defensive captains, as senior Matt
Scanlon '08 found fellow defenseman Chris Atwell '08
for the first and only goal of his collegiate career.
Within that rally, the Stags demonstrated the balance of talented freshmen and veteran poise that, despite
inconsistent results, have shown flashes of brilliance at
times this season.
Attackman Travis Nelson '08 and midfielder Chris
Ajemian '09 both finished with three goals on the day.
Nelson finished the season as team leaders in points
and assists, while Ajemian ended the year with a teamhigh 15 goals.
As for the youth of the team, Ryan Mulford '11
scored two goals, ending the season with four goals in
the Stags' final three games.
Despite the glimpses of offensive promise and a
near comeback, the game appropriately ended much
like the team's season, with a lesson learned and an
eye to the future.

Women's lacrosse stunned by Marist in MAAC Finals
Fairfield's scoring offense was ranked fourth in the
nation, led by freshman Kristen Coleman '11. Coleman
The women's lacrosse team entered the MAAC Cham- ranked second in the nation in points with 90. She had 46
pionship game with a national-best 17-game win streak, goals and 22 assists.
an undefeated conference record and a chance to go to the
Mary Vallely '08 won the MAAC Defensive Player of
NCAA Tournament.
the Year award for the second straight season as she finished
The Stags were coming
first in the league with 28
off an 11 -8 win over Iona in
caused turnovers. Colethe MAAC semifinals, and
man won Co-Offensive
had beaten their opponent,
Player of the Year and
Marist, 11-10 in overtime
Rookie of the Year.
earlier in the season.
Coleman's 90 points
Unfortunately, the
set a Fairfield singleStags fell one goal short,
season record, and she
losing to Marist 10-9 in the
was selected for a weekchampionship game.
ly award for all eight
Fairfield used a fast
weeks including Offenstart to jump out to an 8-4
sive Player of the Week
halftime lead, but it scored
three times, Defensive
only one goal in the secPlayer of the week once,
ond half. Cristin Lucena
and Rookie of the Week
'09 scored to bring the
four times.
Stags within one on a shot
"They were a huge
with 46 seconds left in the
part of our success," said
game. The Stags won the
Loffredo. "Coleman was
ensuing draw, but could
just a piece of the puzzle
not convert.
we were missing and
"I'm not sure what
made things happen on
went wrong," said Head
offense. Vallely, whether
Coach Beth Loffredo.
we stuck her on our op"They [Marist] just played
ponents top player or
better in the second half."
not, she always comes
The game was Fair- One game away: Midfielder Kylee Martin '09 and a talented
up with ground balls and
field's third appearance in returning roster will look to build off of a 17-win season in '09.
is an important part of
the conference championour defense." ship game. It.got there
The Stags lose four
under the leadership of Loffredo, who is only two years seniors next year and return the majority of the team's
removed from her own playing career at Fairfield and re- starters and contributors.
mains an interim head coach following the resignation of
The loss of the seniors will affect the defense, but most
Stacey McCue at the end of last season.
of the attack returns intact.
The Stags will lose Vallely, Katie Von Hoffmann, Kara
"We haven't talked about it yet," said Loffredo. "I
think they're giving me a few days to decompose before Ackerman and Caroline Madrak, all of whom play on the
defensive side of the field.
we talk."
The loss snaps the Stags 17-game winning streak, the
"It's hard to say at this point [if the Stags will enjoy
longest such streak in the nation.
as much success next year]," said Loffredo. "We'll see
During the streak, Fairfield beat teams such as Boston with the a new group of freshman and hope we get the
College and LeMoyne, solidifying their position as the team same balance."
Named to the All-MAAC First Team from Fairfield
to beat in the MAAC.
Fairfield finishes the season with a 17-2 overall record were: Erin Rigby '10, Coleman and Vallely. Named to the
All-MAAC Second Team were: Abbey Goodwin '09, Reand a 7-1 conference record.
The Stags lost their first game of the season by one goal becca White '09, von Hoffmann and Lauren Chatnik '09.
Fairfield had three players named to the All-MAAC
to No. 16 Yale. From then on, though, the team wouldn't
Tournament team: Coleman, Chatnik and Kelly Barnes '10.
lose again until the MAAC Championship game.
BY CHRIS SIMMONS

MIRROR

Stags recruit Davis,
the next big thing
BY TOM CLEARY

The third recruiting class of men's basketball Head Coach Ed Cooley is starting to
take shape. With forward Ryan Olander and
guard Jamal Turner already signed, Cooley
is close to adding a third player to the mix.
Brandon Davis, a 6-foot 9-inch tall, 230
pound center from Mauldin, S.C. verbally
committed to Fairfield last week.
Davis is ranked as the 44th best center
in the country, according to ESPN.com, and
could be the top player in this year's class.
He has played for the past two seasons
at Fork Union Academy in Virginia, as a
senior in high school and then for a post-grad
year this season.
Davis averaged over 15 points and eight
rebounds in both seasons.
The Stags are also getting close to
signing guard Sean Crawford from Notre
Dame Prep.
Crawford, who is 5-foot-11-inches,
averaged 12 points and seven assists at Notre
Dame Prep last season. Crawford originally

enrolled at
Holy Cross
last year, but
withdrew
before the
season due
to academic
troubles.
Crawford
scout.com
and Davis Great potential: Recruit Brandon
Dawould be vis could have an immediate impact.
major additions to a
class that is already looking strong.
Olander averaged 19.7 points and 9.6
rebounds as a senior at E.O. Smith High
School in Storrs, Conn. His performance
earned him a spot on the Hartford Courant's
All-State team.
Turner meanwhile played at Tilton
Academy in New Hampshire last year. He
was a McDonald's All American nominee.
Cooley has had mixed results with his
first two recruiting classes, but this year's
could be his best.
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Frager adds talented freshmen reinforcements
She averaged 18.5 points and 10 rebounds
per game as a junior. She will provide
Next season the women's basketball depth in the frontcourt behind Baendu
Lowenthal
team will
'08.
add Taryn
PauJohnson,
lus, from
Sarah Paulus
Christian
and Desiree
Brothers
Pina to their
Academy, a
roster.
top-150 re"This
cruit in the
is a talented
nation, avgroup of
eraged 15
players that
points and
will have
9.1 assists
an impact
as a junior.
on our proPaulus
gram over
will
likethe course of
Frager's Trio: Desiree Pina (left) is one of three highly-touted
ly
be
the
their career,"
recruits that Head Coach Joe Frager adds next season.
primary
said Frager
backup to
in a press release. "I am excited to have them join the point guard Megan Caskin '08.
Pina, from Plainville High School, is
Fairfield family."
a
5-foot-6-inch
guard who averaged 14
Johnson, from Brockton High
points,
five
rebounds
and five assists per
School, is a 5-foot-11-inch post player
and two-time Big 3 Conference All-Star. game and will add backcourt depth.
BY CHRIS SIMMONS
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Editor: Keith Connors

Headlines coming
to a Mirror near
you in 2008
"Expect the un■
KEITH CONNORS
expected."
^■MIRROR SPORTS
Based on what we
£
m
EDITOR
have seen over the past
^"■■"^B
eight months, that may
be the only credo that
aptly describes Fairfield Athletics. Women's basketball
underwent a seamless transition, despite losing 517-gamewinner and Fairfield legend Dianne Nolan. Men's lacrosse
went from a national powerhouse to a team in rebuilding
mode, while women's lacrosse gained national prominence
following a 17-game-winning streak.
Then again, maybe the more things change, the more
they stay the same. Men's basketball struggled early, only
to rebound in conference play, and then lost to Loyola in
the postseason, and volleyball lost its fourth consecutive
MAAC Championship game.
Regardless, it is never too early to look ahead. Here
are a few bold prediction for next season:
"It's Official: Loffredo named head coach!" - June 1,
2008.
The Info! Following a 17-win season that was highlighted by a MAAC Championship appearance, women's
lacrosse Head Coach Beth Loffredo loses her interim
status.
The Scoop: A no-brainer. (And, for the record, how is
she still an interim coach?)
Odds: 2 to 1
"Finally! Stags' secure
MAAC Volleyball Championship" - November
27,2008
The Info: Fairfield
defeats Siena in MAAC
Finals, ending a streak
of four consecutive losses
in the MAAC tournament
championship game.
The Scoop: I have a
feeling that 2008 is finally
the year that volleyball
takes the next step. Lindsay Lee '08, Lauren Campbell '08, and Kelly Oliver
'08 are devastating senior
Elyse Raby/The Mirror
losses, but sophomore KaThe Next Step: Is 2008 the
tie Mann '10 might be the
year that Volleyball finally
best player in the conferbreaks through?
ence, and new Head Coach
Alija Pittenger may bring the added intangible element this
team has been looking for.
Odds: 12 to 1
"The 'Red Sea1 Renaissance" - February 5,2009
The Info: Fairfieldfans show their pride by overcoming the loss ofFUSA President andfearless leader Hutchinson Williams by turning out to games in record numbers
The Scoop: This one may be a reach, but how about a
little more support next year?
Odds: 1,000,000 to 1
"MAAC Attack in Trenton" - March 12?, 2009
The Info: Men's basketball and women's basketball
reach the MAAC championship game.
The Scoop: Next year could potentially bring big things
for Fairfield basketball. Head Coach Joe Frager loses Sabra
Wrice '08, but maintains a strong core of players led by forward Baendu Lowenthal '09. As for the men, Head Coach
Ed Cooley does not lose a starter and has addressed the
team's need for size by adding highly touted recruit Brandon
Davis '12, who was once ranked by ESPN as one of the top
fifty centers in the nation. However, with Marist's women's
team looking like a dynasty and the Siena Saints fresh off
of a NCAA tournament upset, whether or not the Stags can
win a trip to the Big Dance is still in question.
Odds: 21 to 1

May 1,2008
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A recap of the most
memorable stories and
moments, and a look
at the year that was for
Fairfield Athletics

Elyse Raby/The

COMPILED BY KEITH CONNORS, CHRIS SIMMONS
AND TOM CLEARY

What does it take to be number one?: Women's Basketball Head
Coach Joe Frager knows what it takes after a 20-win first year.

Frager ushers in new era for women's basketball
IHead Coach Joe Frager had some big shoes to fill when he took over the women's basketball team this season.
He replaced Dianne Nolan, head coach for 28 years, the only Division I coach the women's team had ever had, and
the owner of 517 wins. However, he got off to a quick start in his first season with help from senior Sabra Wrice,
a First Team All-MAAC selection, as the team posted a 22-9 record and nearly garnered an at-large WNIT bid.
The Stags posted a 10-1 non-conference record with wins over Boston College, Sacred Heart, Richmond and
Harvard as some of the highlights. The team also won two in-season tournaments: the Cal-Poly Tournament and the Fordham
Tournament. In both tournaments, Wrice was named tournament MVP.
While the Stags will lose Wrice, sixth woman Meka Werts, and vocal leader Stephanie Cziria, Frager, named the top
recruiter in Division II Basketball last season, has added Sarah Paulus, a top-150 recruit in the nation, as well as Taryn Johnson
-and Desiree Pina, two players who should add depth their freshmen year.
The Stags will return four starters next year and many of their key bench players. With the added recruits, Frager has
the Stags in good position to continue their rise to the top of the MAAC. - Chris Simmons

2

Spencer overcomes cancer

4

Deja Vu all over again for Cooley

To say that this past year was a roller coaster
of emotions for men's lacrosse Head Coach Ted Spencer
would be an understatement.
Just as he was set to begin fall
training with a talented freshmen class
and introduce program legend Spencer
Steele '00 into the Fairfield Athletics'
Hall of Fame, things changed.
On Alumni weekend, Spencer
noted swollen glands while he was
shaving. 48 hours after the initial discovery he underwent a needle biopsy.
SPENCER
In less than week, Spencer's physician
notified him of the cancer.
Surgery took place at Yale University Medical Center on
Thanksgiving weekend. Physicians discovered an enlarged,
"golf ball-sized" tumor lodged in the tonsillar region.
In the end, surgery was a success, Spencer is now cancerfree, and a lengthy rehabilitation process ultimately led to
Spencer's remarkable return to the sidelines for the Stags' first
scrimmage against Army in February. - Keith Connors

n

3

Seventeen straight for women's
lax, but no MAAC title

The women's lacrosse team hadn't had a winning season
since 2002 and was being led by an interim head coach, Beth
Loffredo, only two years removed from her playing days at
Fairfield. But after a one-goal opening-day loss to No. 13 Yale,
the Stags ran off 17 wins in a row, the longest winning streak
in the nation.
The streak included wins over Boston College and LeMoyne,
last season's MAAC Champions. Fairfield also went undefeated
in the MAAC regular season, earning the top seed in the tournament. However, after an opening round win over Iona, the Stags
^jg^ fell to Marist by one goal in the championship game.
While the Stags will lose two-time
MAAC Defensive Player of the Year Mary
Vallely, Fairfield will have MAAC Co-Offensive Player of the Year and Rookie of the
Year Kristen Coleman.
- Chris Simmons

It read like a similar script. Head Coach Ed Cooley and the
men's basketball team went on a run to finish the MAAC season and
carried more momentum than any other team into the tournament. It seemed
impossible that they would lose in the first round again. But when the Stags
met Loyola on the court for the second straight year in the quarterfinals, the
result was the same: a crushing loss.
The Stags endured through a rough 2-8 start to the season to finish with
a 14-15 overall record and an 11-7 record in the MAAC by winning seven
of their final eight games.
- Tom Cleary
SEE "SEVEN" ON P. 19

STAGS' FORWARD WARREN EDNEY

11
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